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The tree model and tree-based methods have played a major, fruitful role in evolutionary studies. However, with the increasing realization of the quantitative and qualitative importance of reticulate evolutionary processes, affecting all levels of biological organization, complementary network-based models and methods are now flourishing, inviting evolutionary biology to experience a network-thinking era. We show how relatively recent comers in this field of study, that is, sequence-similarity networks, genome networks, and gene families-genomes bipartite graphs, already allow for a significantly enhanced usage of molecular datasets in comparative studies. Analyses of these networks provide tools for tackling a multitude of complex phenomena, including the evolution of gene transfer, composite genes and genomes, evolutionary transitions, and holobionts.
New Methods for Studying the Web of Life
The tree model has been largely and rightly used in evolutionary analyses since Darwin's seminal work [1] . The genealogical relationships between evolving objects are indeed critical to explain life's diversity, not only from a processual perspective (where common ancestry explains some similarities), but also as a powerful pattern to classify all related evolved forms [2] . However, the tree structure, especially when assumed to be universal, strongly constrains our description of the evolution of life [3] [4] [5] . By definition, a tree can only describe divergence from a last common ancestor (often with dichotomies, or with polytomies describing fast radiations). In vertical descent, the genetic material of a particular evolutionary unit is propagated by replication inside its own lineage. When such lineages split, and become genetically isolated from one another, this produces a tree. By contrast, in introgressive descent, the genetic material of a particular evolutionary unit propagates into different host structures and is replicated within these host structures [4] . However, a tree with a single ancestor for each object cannot represent such a merging of distinct lineages into a novel common host structure. Typically, organisms produced by sexual reproduction in eukaryotes originate from two parents which merged their genetic material. Genealogical trees with a single ancestor do not describe relationships within eukaryotic sexual populations. Indeed, this genuine genealogical relationship cannot be depicted with a traditional tree representation since this pattern would impose that one considers an offspring either more closely related to only one of its parents, or to be the progenitor of its own ascendants [4] .
The distinction between vertical and introgressive descent is not a minor one; introgression (see Glossary) affects all levels of biological organization: from molecules, when sequences legitimately or illegitimately recombine, to genomes, when sequences enter genomes by lateral
Trends
Introgressive processes shape the microbial world at all levels of organisation.
This reticulated evolution is increasingly studied by sequence-similarity networks.
They provide an inclusive accurate multilevel framework to study the web of life.
Networks enhance analyses of microbial genes, genomes, communities, and of symbiosis.
Glossary
Articulation point (or cut-vertex): node in a graph whose removal increases the number of connected components of the resulting graph. Betweenness: centrality measure for a node in a graph, namely, the proportion of shortest paths between all pairs of nodes that pass through this specific node. Nodes having a betweenness close to 1 are said to be more central, and those close to 0, more peripheral. Bipartite graph: a graph with two types of node (top nodes and bottom nodes) such that an edge only connects nodes of one type with nodes of the other type. Club of genomes: a coalition of entities replicating in separate events and exploiting some common genetic material that does not necessarily trace back to a single last common ancestor. Community: in graph theory, groups of nodes that are more connected between themselves than with the rest of the graph. This technical meaning should not be confused with its use in expressions such as 'microbial communities'. Connected component: set of nodes in a graph for which there is always an interconnecting path. Degree: number of incident edges to a given node. Introgression: descent process through which the genetic material of a particular evolutionary unit propagates into different host structures and is replicated within these host structures. Multiplex graph: a graph having possibly several edges of different types between two nodes. Neighbors: nodes that are directly connected by an edge. Public genetic goods: the common genetic material shared by a club of phylogenetically distant genomes. Quotient graph: simplified graph whose nodes represent disjoint subsets of nodes of the original graph; an edge in this new graph connects two such new nodes whenever an edge in the original graph connects at least one element of a new node with at least one from the other. Support: the common set of neighbors of a twin class. Twins: nodes in a graph that have exactly the same set of neighbors.
gene transfer, and to holobionts, when organisms form a collective system (such as the tight association observed between host and endosymbionts) [6] [7] [8] (Box 1). Introgressive descent does not always imply lateral gene transfer: for example, independently replicated gene families, each having their own tree, can merge, and this results in a novel composite gene family. Since even introgressive descent is descent, it encompasses a vertical dimension. The tree representation emphasizes how entities evolve ex unibus plurum, whereas the network representation emphasizes how entities evolve ex pluribus unum. Of course, evolution progresses in both dimensions. Thus, the tree of life and the network of life are not mutually exclusive models. When lineages that evolved in a tree-like fashion merge, this creates reticulation between branches of trees; likewise, after a reticulation event, phylogenetically composite entities can undergo a treelike evolution: a tree starts growing on the ground of an initial reticulation. Consequently, future synthetic representations could aim at displaying simultaneously both vertical and lateral parts of biological evolution.
Box 1. Mosaicism of Life
Introgression, the merging of entities from different lineages, affects multiple levels of biological organization. For example, Figure IA describes the introgression of genes from distinct gene families, which results in composite genes, such as multidomain genes [46] . These sequences can come from within a given genome, or when they come from different genomes, such as the genomes of an endosymbiont and of its host, the resulting composite gene, composed partly of material from an endosymbiont, is therefore a symbiogenetic gene. Figure IB describes the introgression of a gene into a host genome, occurring for instance during a lateral or an endosymbiotic gene transfer, which results in a composite genome [63] , or when sequences transfer across mobile genetic elements, producing mosaic mobile elements [37] . Of note, more than one gene can be so acquired by a genome [59, 60] . Figure IC describes the introgression of a genome into another genome, occurring for instance when the genome of Wolbachia pipiensis becomes inserted into the genome of a Drosophila ananassae, or when the genome of a virophage such as Sputnik becomes inserted into the genome of a giant virus such as Mimivirus, which results in a composite genome [87] [88] [89] . Figure ID describes the introgression of a mobile element, such as a plasmid, within a host cell (or organism), occurring for instance when a symbiotic plasmid carrying hypermutagenesis determinants (e.g., the imuABC cassettes) invades soil bacteria, enhancing the ex planta phenotypic diversification of these novel composite cells [90, 91] . Figure IE describes the introgression of a genome into a host cell, occurring for instance during events of kleptoplasty [92, 93] or as a result of an extreme reductive evolution after secondary or tertiary plastid acquisition, which results in a (transient or persistent) composite organism [7] . Figure IF describes introgression of cells or organisms, occurring for instance during the evolution and growth of multispecies biofilms [94] , endosymbiosis [8, 95] , during the development and speciation of animals [82, 83] . Typically, sequence-similarity networks can be used to investigate for A; genome networks for B, C, and E; multiplex genome networks for B, C, and E; and bipartite networks for B, D, E, and F. Importantly, not all evolving objects entertain genealogical relationships: for instance, viruses and cells, both critical players of biological evolution, are not assumed to be related in this way [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , nor are plasmid and plasmid-like transferable objects, as integrative-conjugative elements (ICEs). Cells, viruses, plasmids, and ICEs lack recognized genealogical relationships, either because they genuinely evolved from separate roots, or because their putative common ancestor(s) cannot be inferred from the data, for example, if other descendants of such ancestors became extinct, or have not been sequenced to date. This apparent genealogical disconnection does not exclude vertical evolution within lineages of mobile elements. There is, for example, evidence for both vertical and introgressive descent in plasmids and ICEs of firmicutes [15] . But it means that one genealogical tree cannot represent all the evolutionary history [6] . Therefore, a traditional approach to analyzing evolution incurs the risk of missing explananda (many phenomena that are not described by a genealogical tree) and missing explanans (many evolutionary processes responsible for life's diversity). Trees and networks are representations that allow for scientific analysis. Consistently, tree-thinking has already largely been exploited, and it is now timely and heuristic to turn to network-thinking to illuminate additional and complex aspects of the biology. In this review, we argue that sequence-similarity networks, already used to investigate the evolution of protein coding genes, can also be used to analyze many mosaicisms of life, such as bacterial genome evolution, prokaryotes' and protists' organismal evolution, and the evolution of holobionts and communities in which microbes play a role, in particular as symbionts (Box 1). We explain introgression results in at least three major phenomena: (i) microbial social life, understood here as genetic transfers between different genomes, (ii) chimerism (occasionally implying major evolutionary transitions), and (iii) holobionts.
All three examples resist classic tree-based analyses and challenge our evolutionary knowledge. A tree model alone does not describe these introgressive processes, that is, the fact that they involve multiple lineages, and their outcomes, that is, the fact that they produce collective, composite, entities. We describe how and why these phenomena can be studied using three classes of networks [sequence-similarity networks, genome networks, and bipartite graphs ( Figure 1 , Key Figure) ], enlarging the analytical toolkit of evolutionary microbiologists. On the one hand, the display of large networks will constitute a challenge for the future development of network-thinking. On the other hand, in terms of interpretation, even very large and dense networks can be effectively simplified, for example, using twin analyses. Thus, we expect a network-thinking era to soon be at the forefront in microbiology.
Investigating Microbial Social Life with Genome Networks
Gene transfer between prokaryotic organisms and mobile genetic elements (i.e., viruses and plasmids) has largely shaped cellular genome content, as illustrated by the observation of prokaryotic pangenomes [15, 16] , for which the collection of gene families used by the members of a given species is larger than the number of gene families present in any individual genome from that species. The flow of genes between genomes, often mediated by mobile genetic elements, explains this observation, but complicates classic inferences about the past (such as genome reconstruction attempts) [4, 5, [17] [18] [19] [20] . For a given lineage, the contents of ancestral genomes may be largely different from the union of extant genomes because prokaryotic genomes act as 'read-write' storage organelles rather than 'read-only' memories [21] , and genomes can lose genes. Thus, describing evolution requires not only the tracking of mutations that accumulate within gene families, or loss of gene families [22] , but also genes that are gained by introgression [23] . The latter encourages exploring horizontal gene transfer within prokaryotic communities. This brings forward difficult questions [20, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] since there are many routes through which genes pass from one microbial host to the other, that is, multiple channels [31] for gene transmission. For example, is gene transmission random in terms of cellular, viral, or plasmidic targets (however producing asymmetrical results due to some further host selection acting on the incoming genetic material)? Is it random in terms of what gene families are transmitted? Can we find groups of cotransmitted genes?
Shared gene networks were introduced precisely to tackle these issues ( Figure 1 ) [17, 19, 32] . These networks represent which genomes share genetic material, without prejudice regarding the processes involved (vertical descent, but also introgressions [19, 33, 34] ). In genome networks, all entities are not necessarily genealogically related, allowing for simultaneous analysis of mobile genetic elements and cellular evolution. In that respect, the social microbial network is more inclusive than the tree of life, which is restricted to one type of relationship between one and the label of the node represent the genome where the gene is found. Two nodes are connected by an edge (a line linking two nodes) if the pair of sequences fulfills given similarity criteria such as a minimum percentage identity and coverage (i.e., the ratio between the length of the matching parts and the total length of any two sequences). Sequence-similarity networks are analyzed as a partition into connected components (CCs, highlighted as color halos). This partition defines groups of putative gene families, when reciprocal sequence coverage and identity percentage are high [68] : for instance, we can interpret CC1 as a gene family for which two copies are present both in genomes A and B. (B) Genome networks (GNs) can be obtained from SSNs: nodes are genomes (described by color and label); edges connect genomes that share at least one gene family; GNs can be weighted: weights count the number of gene families shared by the two genomes. In the example, A and B share three gene families, but the graph does not specify which ones. fraction of the biological diversity [6] . Two genomes with a direct connection in such a graph are similar in the sense that they share at least one gene family, whereas two genomes connected only by an indirect path are not similar in terms of gene content. These genome networks display some structure. First of all, plasmids are more central (higher betweenness [35] for a given degree) and viruses more peripheral, testifying that plasmids are general couriers for gene transmission amongst microbes [19] . Second, genome networks have several connected components, that is, several sets of genomes for which there is always an interconnecting path. Each of these connected components groups genomes with exclusive, non-overlapping sets of gene families, and thus corresponds to pools of genes uniquely associated with these genomes [19] . The existence of different connected components suggests the existence of restrictions to introgression.
Within a connected component, a genome network only shows that genomes share genes, but not what the shared genes are. Typically, a triangle of three connected genomes (A, B, C) may result from the sharing of different genes for each pair (AB, BC, AC) within this triangle [4] (see Figure 1B ,C). Thus, genomes may form tightly clustered communities [20] in these graphs while sharing different genes. Genome networks provide general information about barriers to transmission and about genetic partnerships, suggesting clubs of genomes enjoying public genetic goods [4, 20] . These genome networks require, however, further specifications (for example, on their edges) to address detailed questions about gene transmission and its barriers. A more informative representation displays the identity of shared genes along each edge of a genome network, like in [36] , which showed some gene sharing between bacteriophages (as early as 1999), or as in [37] that unraveled genetic transmission between mobile genetic elements of giant viruses (as recently as 2013). Such multiplex graphs are unquestionably attractive and rather natural representations of genetic sharing. However, their display becomes rapidly complex for large datasets, and from an analytical point of view, other graphs can offer practical advantages to analyze gene transmission beyond the genome network framework.
Introducing Bipartite Graphs in Evolutionary Studies
The information on the identity of shared edges (here, gene families) can be conserved in a less cluttered fashion by using bipartite 'gene families-genomes' graphs. In these graphs, the precise information regarding gene sharing is directly encoded as edges between these two kinds of nodes. Multiplex genome networks can be seen as unimodal projections [38] of such bipartite 'gene families-genomes' graphs ( Figure 1D ). Bipartite graphs include the same diversity of genomes as the genome networks described above, but they are more accurate. Importantly, simple specific bioinformatic treatments of these multilevel graphs allow one to rapidly identify which groups of genes are shared by which groups of genomes [39] , and to display and compare different channels of gene transmission, that is, the routes across generations through which hereditary resources or information pass from parent to offspring [31] .
As in genome networks, connected components produce an informative partition of the data. This partition can moreover be examined at different levels of similarity by tuning, for example, the sequence identity percentage. When the data consist of all the protein sequences from all the complete viral (3749), plasmidic (4350), and archaeal (152) genomes, together with a representative subsample of the eubacteria (230) from NCBI, we get the numbers shown in Table 1 .
Assuming a rough molecular clock, these thresholds are useful for investigating events of different ages. Sequences with 90% identity have a relatively weak divergence with respect to sequences with 30% identity; indeed, these latter have likely diverged faster or for a longer period of time.
This representation of gene families-genomes bipartite graphs is explicitly multilevel. Interestingly, its analysis does not require any graph clustering algorithm (whose results tend to vary considerably with their implementation). Genetic transmission among microbes can be investigated by simple topological notions of bipartite graphs that result in biologically relevant observations: twins and articulation points [40] that we detail below.
We apply here these notions only to gene family nodes. 'Twin' is a notion of graph theory; applied to gene families-genomes graphs, it singles out 'fellow travellers': gene families are twins when they are present in exactly the same set of genomes. In the language introduced in [34] , the support of such a twin defines a club of genomes. Clubs of genomes, when composed of individuals pertaining to different species, could encourage further studies of 'kin-coevolution', for example, the fact that genetic divergence affecting multiple ecologically coexisting lineages, that exchanged genes at some point of their evolution, produces multilineage persistent clubs. The bipartite graph can be simplified by grouping together sets of gene families that are shared by exclusive groups of genomes, and by replacing each such group of gene families by a supernode. Nodes that remain untouched by this reduction process are considered as trivial twin classes (and result in trivial super-nodes). Technically, there is no difference between trivial and non-trivial twins, although, from the biological perspective, the latter correspond to groups of gene families that are more likely to be transmitted together. The resulting quotient graph is reduced, because every club of genomes is now defined by one super-node (individual gene family or group of gene families hosted in this club of genomes) while no information is lost ( Figure 2 ). This property means that even very large graphs can be investigated. In the dataset presented in Table 1 , we typically find clubs, such as the one composed of the firmicute Enterococcus faecalis and nine plasmids (present in lactococci or enterococci) that simultaneously and exclusively share the following gene families (at 90% identity): ribose 5-phosphate isomerase RpiB, galactose mutarotase and related enzymes, b-glucosidase/6-phospho-bglucosidase/b-galactosidase, and phosphotransferase system cellobiose-specific component IIA. These shared mobilized gene families are involved in neighbor pathways of sugar metabolisms (specifically in glycolysis and in the pentose phosphate metabolic pathways), which likely explains their collective mobilization in plasmids.
Articulation points in a gene families-genomes bipartite graph correspond to gene families shared by many genomes with otherwise totally distinct gene contents (for a given similarity threshold). Although strictly topological, the notion of an articulation point is thus expected to help detect public genetic goods [34] , that is, genetic material that is being shared by taxonomically distant genomes, which possibly benefit from the properties they confer, for some reason other than genealogy (i.e., genes coding for environmental adaptation or hitch-hiking with those). However, an articulation point can also detect selfish genes, such as the abundant transposases [41] , which are spreading across multiple distantly related genomes (Box 2). For reciprocal 80% length cover, and different identity thresholds.
The data consist of all protein sequences from all complete plasmidic, viral, and archaeal genomes from NCBI (as of 11/ 2013), as well as one complete eubacterial complete genome for each family. The identity percentage describes the similarity, in terms of the conservation of primary sequences, between pairs of molecules. The higher this 'identity threshold' the more similar pairs of sequences must be to be directly connected in a sequence-similarity network. For high 'identity threshold', connected components consist of highly conserved sequences. In a first molecular clock-like approximation, higher 'identity thresholds' define groups of sequences that diverged more recently from one another than groups defined with lower 'identity threshold'.
Investigating Composite Genes, Organisms, and Evolutionary Transitions with Sequence-Similarity Networks
Introgression can also be investigated below the gene level and above the organismal level. For instance, composite genes, such as the genes produced by evolutionary tinkering [42] , famous for encoding multidomain proteins, are well documented in cellular genomes [43] [44] [45] , and have been reported in viruses and plasmids [46, 47] . Such genes are composed of genetic fragments (e.g., components, which can be domains or full genes) that are otherwise found in separate gene families [48] . The fusion of a receptor-binding protein with a tail fiber protein in the lactococcal bacteriophage bIBB29, producing a composite gene involved in host specificity, offers a good example of this sort of molecular mosaic [49] . While many substitution models have been developed to account for gradual evolution by point mutation in phylogenetic inferences, models describing the rules and rates of emergence (or fission) of composite genes are still rare [50] [51] [52] , especially for unicellular organisms and mobile genetic elements [46, 47] . However, many gene families are not just evolving gradually within the boundaries of a single gene family [53] . The accretion of two protein domains into a novel host structure constitutes a case of saltatory molecular evolution by introgression. The rules of evolution and fragment combination largely remain to be discovered [54, 55] . Sequence-similarity networks could contribute to this task. Indeed, these graphs can: (i) provide a systematic description of both composite and component genes in genomes (and metagenomes); (ii) be used to polarize fusion and fission events (by comparing the taxonomical distribution of genes hosts in associated component and composite gene families); (iii) be directly used to compare the relative conservation of overlapping component and composite sequences, for example, to determine whether domains found in different combination have different rates of evolution. The detection of composite genes using sequence-similarity networks can further contribute to understanding the rules of evolution of other biological networks, such as protein-protein interaction networks [56] . For instance, when, as a result of exon-or domain-shuffling, composite genes produce novel combinations of domains of interaction, composite genes can introduce novel nodes and edges in protein-protein interactions. Likewise, composite genes can impact the robustness of protein-protein interaction networks, when genes coding for separate proteins involved in a functional interaction become fused, 'crystallizing' an edge of the protein-protein interaction network. This issue takes on particularly fundamental importance in organisms hosting genes from multiple origins. These introgressed genes have distinct evolutionary past histories and, hence, possibly different future evolvabilities. For example, eukaryotic genomes [57, 58] as well as major archaeal lineages are composed of genes from both bacterial and archaeal origins [59, 60] . Some studies have focused on the evolution of complete genes of distinct origins in these mosaic taxa [i.e., contrasting the essentiality or centrality of genes from bacterial and archaeal origins in regulatory or metabolic eukaryotic networks [61] , or simply performing classic phylogenetic analyses of these genes to identify endosymbiotic gene transfer (or EGT) [8] ]. A common fate for proteins derived from such transferred organellar genes is to be targeted back to the compartment of origin to perform their original function, but not only [62] . Regarding these proteins and genes, the study of composite organisms has opened the door to an exciting evolutionary question that, we argue, networks can now better address: what happens after distinct genetic material becomes integrated into a new host? Genes from distinct origins could have different propensities to be lost or to diverge during subsequent evolution of their novel composite host lineage [63] . Likewise, at the infragenic level, the evolutionary impact of introgression deserves consideration. Do composite organisms host novel symbiogenetic composite genes with components from different phylogenetic origins that could only be born in such genetic melting-pots as a result of the original mixing of gene fragments? A positive answer, that is, the detection of such novel composite genes in composite organisms, could Box 
Articulation Points Reveal Potential Public Genetic Goods
In a prokaryote-virus-plasmid dataset, we typically find clubs of genomes, such as the one (represented in Figure I ) composed of two mesophilic sulphur-reducing acetate-metabolizing Proteobacteria (Geobacter sulfurreducens and Desulfobacca acetoxidans) and two thermophilic hydrogenotrophic methanogen Euryarchaeota (Methanocella conradii and Methanocella paludicola). These taxa are linked by an articulation point, which indicates the sharing of a conserved gene family (at >90% identity), functionally annotated as a tRNA (1-methyladenosine) methyltransferase. This kind of association between sulphate-reducer and methanogens is well-documented in the literature [96, 97] . The sharing of genes between different prokaryotes suggested by this network analysis makes sense, since these prokaryotes are found in common anoxic environments, such as rice paddy soils [98] . Also, G. sulfurreducens and M. paludicola contain a laterally-transferred two-gene cluster, hgcAB, related to the ability to methylate mercury [99] . Thus, a graph analysis produces a novel testable hypothesis, namely, to see if the shared tRNA methyltransferase is involved in the adaptation to the environment of these taxa, or if it hitch-hiked with other genes transferred between these taxa, such as the hcgAB cluster.
Geobacter sulfurreducens Desulfobacca acetoxidans

Methanocella conradii
Methanocella paludicola tRNA methyltransferase Complete (left) and partial (right) sequence similarity, and how they are translated as different types of edges in the sequence-similarity network (SSN). In black, the percentage of reciprocal cover is high; the sequences are homologous over their entire length. In purple, the cover percentage is low; the sequences are only partly similar, that is, they share a homologous domain. (B) Shortest-path analysis in a sequence-similarity graph can be used for detecting possible endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT). Indeed, EGT results in a characteristic network pattern: an indirect short path along which all edges indicate homology, connecting two nodes corresponding to diverged sequences present in a given host organism. Green nodes represent eukaryotic sequences; red, bacterial sequences; and yellow, archaeal sequences. Black edges denote complete sequence similarity (>80% length). All shortest paths between eukaryotic sequences that pass through the bacterial and archaeal components are likely candidates for EGT, because this indicates that a first type of eukaryotic sequence has affinities to bacterial sequences while a second type has affinities to archaeal ones. (C) Sequencesimilarity networks with edges for complete and partial coverage are also useful for the detection of composite genes. The revolutionize our understanding of the origins of biological traits. A negative answer, that is, the lack of novel composite genetic material from different organismal sources despite their new physical proximity, would indicate strong selective pressures preventing the birth of novel gene families in spite of changes in their genomic context. Thus, it would be worth testing if introgression at one level of biological organization (i.e., between cells) can favor introgression at another level (i.e., between genes). For example, organisms with composite genomes, or holobionts, might be composed of more composite symbiogenetic genes than organisms devoid of endosymbionts, or less subjected to gene transfer.
Sequence-similarity networks are ideal tools for investigating these issues (Figure 3 ). These very inclusive graphs [47, 53] allow for comparative analyses of massive datasets without the need for multiple sequence alignments [4, [64] [65] [66] . Similarity is typically detected in a BLAST all-versus-all analysis to produce a table of pairwise hits [67] . Sequence-similarity networks are displayed and analyzed as a set of connected components ( Figure 1A ) [68] . When the coverage between sequences is high, this partition of the nodes defines groups of putative homologous sequences or gene families. Thus, sequence-similarity networks have been used with relatively stringent criteria (i.e., hits between two sequences must show >30% identity, cover 80% of both sequences length, and have a maximal E-value of 10 -5 in BLAST comparative analyses) coupled with clustering methods to identify clusters of nodes corresponding to homologous gene families [69] [70] [71] . In the past 20 years, sequence-similarity networks have indeed mainly been used to investigate the evolution of protein-coding genes [4, [64] [65] [66] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] , and to perform functional annotation. For instance, the COG categories correspond to groups of similar sequences (with remarkable topological properties in sequence-similarity networks) that have likely evolved from a single ancestral gene. In comparative analyses, COG are often used as proxy for functional annotations because their remarkable conservation suggests that sequences from the same COG may have preserved some common functions [71] . This standard approach, however, would not readily detect composite genes [76] . Using less stringent thresholds for mutual sequence coverage ( Figure 3A ) or identity percentage, sequence-similarity networks can be used to detect superfamilies [66, [77] [78] [79] , divergent homologues, or composite genes [when, for example, the length coverage condition is relaxed to take into account (partial) similarity ( Figure 3C ), such as domain sharing, between sequences] [46] .
These kinds of analyses with flexible definitions confirm that not all eukaryotic gene families have homologs in prokaryotes. When they do, sequence-similarity network analyses indicate that eukaryotic gene families homologous to those of bacteria (for which sequences of eukaryotes exclusively cluster with sequences from bacteria [63] ) and eukaryotic gene families homologous to those of archaea (for which sequences of eukaryotes exclusively cluster with sequences from archaea) have different rates of evolution. For example, eukaryotic gene families with bacterial origins are more easily expanded or lost when eukaryotic genomes expand or shrink, while the number of eukaryotic gene families with archaeal origins is much more stable [22, 63] .
figure shows a pattern associated with the detection of composite genes. Black edges denote complete (>80% cover) and purple edge denote partial (<80% cover) sequence similarity. The green family is a candidate symbiogenetic composite gene, derived from endosymbiotic lateral gene transfer, since it displays one part with similarity to host-related sequences (yellow) and another part with similarity to endosymbiont-related (blue) genes. (D) A concrete example of a possible EGT: archaeal sequences are represented in blue, eubacterial in red, and eukaryotic genes in green (there is also a single plasmidic sequence in blue-green on the right). Eukaryotic sequences clearly form two groups, one closer to archaea, one more related to eubacteria. All the sequences have a generic annotation as RNA-pseudouridine synthase, but while the eubacterial (and related eukaryotic) sequences are exclusively tRNA synthases (thus putatively of mitochondrial origin), on the archaeal side (thus possibly of host origin) we find tRNA-as well as rRNA-pseudouridine synthases. It indeed turns out that this family contains two pseudouridine synthase genes that are both present in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, having a similar function but acting on a different substrate: one on the archaeal side, coding for Cbf5p that acts on large and small rRNA [100, 101] , and the other on the eubacterial side, coding for Pus4, that acts on mitochondrial and cytoplasmic tRNAuridine [102] .
Moreover, sequence-similarity networks demonstrated their efficiency to unravel distant homologues in eukaryotic genomes, that is, gene families for which some present-day eukaryotes possess a version that originated from a bacterial progenitor, while other present-day eukaryotes possess an homologous version that originated from an archaeal progenitor, or when the same eukaryotes possess both diverged versions in its nuclear genome, one from a bacterial origin, the other from an archaeal origin [63] ( Figure 3B ). The latter presence of such distant homologues characterizes the occurrence of EGT [7, 59] , an introgressive process where a gene from an organelle (such as mitochondria or plastids) has been imported into the eukaryotic nuclear DNA, where an homologous nuclear copy from archaebacterial origin was already present ( Figure 3D ). These networks are promising to look for possibly still-hidden EGT, and past endosymbioses when they are applied to new genomic data.
Sequence-similarity networks are also most useful for identifying composite genes ( Figure 3C ), and their use for detecting genes composed of parts from different origins will likely soon aid reticulate evolution analyses [46, 47, 53] . Indeed, the level of molecular intricacy between hosts and symbionts may well exceed whole gene introgression in the genome of composite organisms. Preliminary results show that photosynthetic eukaryotes contain some novel nuclear composite genes, featuring unique couplings of domains from plastid origin, without any counterpart in the prokaryotic world. For example, photosynthetic dinophytes contain a composite gene coding for a protein consisting of two domains: one SufE domain of cyanobacterial origin (i.e., probably originating from the chloroplast genome) and a tRNA (5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate)-methyltransferase of proteobacterial origin. Interestingly, SufE displays desulfurylase activity [80] , while the tRNA (5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate)-methyltransferase posesses a thiol group (R-S-H) containing a sulfur atom. It is possible that the sulfur atom required for the thiol group is provided by the activity of SufE to the new physical coupling of these domains in a symbiogenetic gene. Such findings encourage experimental studies to establish whether and which biological properties emerged from the physical coupling of domains in a novel eukaryotic gene with endosymbiotic origin.
Understanding the entanglement of molecular building blocks, below and above the gene level, is probably the next step required to analyze molecular processes going on during evolutionary transitions mediated by the merging of lineages [4, [57] [58] [59] [60] .
Concluding Remarks: Networks Enhance Our Comprehension of Life's Complexity
The complexity and diversity of phenomena acknowledged and investigated by evolutionary biologists is striking, and growing: it now goes well beyond the identification of lineage divergence from a single common ancestor, enhancing what is considered as the Darwinian paradigm. When pushed to its limits, introgression might result in the integration of laterally acquired features into a sustainable structure, controllable by regulatory systems, which may themselves be the result of introgression. A technical and theoretical transition has accompanied this broadening of scope within the evolutionary paradigm. Namely, network models and methods, never truly absent in biological studies [81] , have been developed and implemented. Hence, they now offer powerful complementary approaches to evolutionary studies, which will enhance the exploitation of molecular datasets in multiple directions. The routes and genetic goods of microbial social life, the origins and combination rules of composite genes, and the genetic transformation coupled with major evolutionary transitions, can readily be investigated using powerful, inclusive, comparative network-based tools. The diversity of such tools is itself constantly increasing: the multi-thresholded sequence-similarity networks, (multiplex) genome networks, and the bipartite graphs presented here, allow one to perform multi-agent and multilevel comparative analyses, and may become as familiar to evolutionary biologists as phylogenetic trees in the near future. Importantly, these network tools have not yet been used
Outstanding Questions
What are the rules of domain and gene shuffling in microbes? Sequence-similarity networks provide fast and effective means for systematic analyses of the evolution of composite genes, by simultaneously detecting families of components contributing to composite gene families. The phylogenetic origins and the functional categories of these components will show whether microbes are using transferred genes to create new composite genes in their genomes. For example, do the notoriously mosaic haloarchaeal genomes harbor composite genes of bacterial origin? Does the proportion of composite genes in microbes change with the environment? Can one introduce models of nucleotide substitution into sequence-similarity networks in order to make them more realistic with regard to sequence evolution?
Is every gene everywhere? Gene-similarity networks applied to large-scale metagenomic data and gene-sharing networks featuring environments instead of genomes as their nodes will provide inclusive novel ways to address this important question. These graphs will show whether similar sequences are found in geographically or ecologically similar environments, and serve to detect ubiquitous and endemic genes sets.
What phenotypes in holobionts have multiple origins, that is, did not evolve within a single phylum but emerged from a biological collective? Bipartite graphs with microbial taxa or microbial gene families as bottom nodes and with animal or human hosts as top nodes will immediately allow for the identification of phylogenetically heterogeneous groups of microbes, or groups of gene families in microbes, always associated with a particular host-level phenotype.
How do processes of molecular evolution occurring at the level of the microbiota affect eukaryotic hosts? The microbial gene families-eukaryotic host bipartite graphs described above can be refined to take into account information about the molecular evolution of the gene families (e.g., their rate of evolution, or whether to what extent and by what mobile elements each gene family was eventually transferred). This adds an explicit evolutionary dimension to the bottom-level nodes, allowing one to evaluate, for example, at their full potential (see Outstanding Questions). In particular, they could also be used to analyze the evolution of communities of synthetic microorganisms, biofilms, and holobionts. These latter collective systems encompass a challenging complexity. For example, holobionts rely on a multiplicity of interacting transmission systems and channels for their development and evolution that differ in the microbes and in their hosts. This heterogeneity complicates the understanding of the causes of holobionts' collective phenotypes by traditional methods, even in the metazoan world [82] . Applying a network analytical framework to holobiont studies may be an innovative way to decipher what traits, long held as characteristic of a single animal (i.e., species incompatibility, self-immunity, or possibly behavior [83, 84] ), or of an individual organism/biofilm (i.e., health conditions [85, 86] or drug resistance), originate from complex interactions, at multiple biological levels, and how these involve microbes and their genes. More generally, network-thinking has lots to contribute to microbiology. the impact of lateral gene transfer, operating at the microbial level, on the phenotypes of the eukaryotic host. For example, it becomes easy to test whether laterally transferred genes, mobilized by a broader range of mobile elements, are more largely distributed in human hosts than are resident gene families of the microbiome.
Can one extend the methods from bipartite to tripartite graphs, to account for more levels of biological organization? This defines, as a realistic objective, the implementation of genesgenomes-environments tripartite graphs, which can then be clustered to provide a global yet accurate representation of the structure of genetic diversity on Earth in a single comparative analysis. 
